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You (still) Can’t Do That On Television. | Spatula In The
Wilderness

     Previously on this very blog, I've written about
the uncomfortable nature of the job I've taken on
as the parent of a pint-sized Miley Cyrus fan.
Ms. Cyrus' television alter ego, Hannah
Montana, I can sort of handle. The character in
the blonde hooker wig (Disney is an absolute
genius of a corporation when it comes to teen
comedies in which the kids are dressed as Gary
Marshall-movie street walkers) speaks crassly
to her hapless (millionaire) bumpkin of a father
much of the time. She dates a kid on the show,
off and on, who in real life has been
photographed in various states of drunken
undress with other drunken teens in various
states of undress. Still, the wigged Hanna
Montana is squeaky wholesome Mouseketeeer

material compared to the woman under the wig.

      Father's Day involved some parenting. After the newspaper had been passed around by the
adults attending dinner that afternoon, the one featuring cover shots from Miley's new album Can't
Be Tamed, we broke it to the little one that the new (and final. Phew) season of Hannah Montana,
airing later this summer, would not be something she could watch. Cyrus and her handlers (her
hapless bumpkin/millionaire father, namely) have made the decision for her to evolve into an adult
artist and that leaves the kids downloading the songs and watching the shows behind.  Miley Cyrus
has 'matured' as a woman and an artist beyond her younger audience and it's time for my wife and I
as parents to step up and find better entertainment for our kid. Uhgg. I never thought I'd say this, but I
know exactly how my parents felt.

     Mom and Dad banned a TV show in our house when I was growing up.  25 years ago when
Nickelodeon was new (so new that they stopped airing shows at 8:30 p.m.) the network ran a
tweenaged sketch comedy show called You Can't Do That On Television. The show, produced in
Canada by a group called the Children's Television Sausage Factory, would claim as it's most
famous alum singer Alanis Morissette. Every afternoon at 5:00, my friends and I would drop what we
were doing and rush home to watch this moronic half hour of TV. The premise of the show was
simple. A group of mouthy pre-teen actors ragged on a couple of hapless adults each episode and
then turned on each other. You Can't Do That  also gave birth to Nick's love affair with green slime.
The kids on You Can't Do That dumped gallons of the stuff on each other and the idiot adults in
charge of  them. Now, I could say that two and a half decades has changed the program and
softened it up a bit, as in "Oh, where have all the cute old shows like that gone?" Nah. It's still a
rotten stinker of a show. My favorite of the mean-mouth kids on You Can't Do That was Alasdair
Gillis. In one memorably messed up bit, Alasdair gives his dad bad booze for Christmas, forcing the
old man to spend two week's on the toilet. The kids often were just being kids and it was like a
secret little club for viewers. They made fun of a dirty, disgusting hot lunch cook named Barth in
almost every episode. Barth's line was always "Daahh, I don't know!" My parents grounded me for
repeating the line once too often. Then they took You Can't Do That away. Right they were, too.

     More and more of my little classmates were forbidden to watch the show as 1984 wore on. We'd
come to school each morning and try to get episode details from one another, only to find out that
after a while no kid was watching it anymore. No problem. We turned to MTV because they had
Twisted Sister videos. Still, I get my parents point and I feel my kid's pain as we limit the
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Hannah/Miley obsession. As Miley Cyrus steers clear of her core audience and more of us parents
say "Yeah, about her. NO" maybe she'll get it, as well. Doubtful. My daughter was crushed for a
number of minutes and then sort of started staring at the Jonas Brothers and forgot to be mad at us.
My wife and I felt seriously justified about our decision to limit and eventually stop our daughter's
Miley Cyrus diet after we saw the video of the singer's performance at the Much Music Video
Awards last weekend. Miley can dance in lingerie to really poorly written singles all she wants. I don't
have to buy it.

    So. There it is. Nearly 37 years old and I am finally saying the dreaded words. Thank you mom
and dad. Hopefully my kid says the same words to me one day. Preferably after she's gainfully
employed, moved out and started a family of her own. By now you know me well enough to know
that when she asks about how to raise her own kids, I'll quote Barth. "Daahh, I don't know."
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